
matter of just what dogs the Bible teach abouthem, and there has been much

controversy on that, and I'm not interest,d in presenting the theories on it

but lust what think. I find definitely in the Word of God, and that of course

we could easily spexnd several hours on, but I would like to presenfwhat I
-S

think are the main , clear matters.connected with k idx the Wie. Word of God

in connection with. this and if you would,-like. to-have qubstions,,,or-"discqssion

on certain phases of this, we can give what-ever length of time you would

care to it. That would be the second aspect.k The third aspect is one which

is less known--I knew very little about five years ago, but which I think is

tremenduously important; and that is, how evolution came into our modern

world, lust exactly who was Darwin, what did he do, whet were the causes

that led to the evolutionary theory spreading the way that it iã did, a-id I have

a number of extremely interesting matters in that connection that I think would
I can't present

be valuable for you to know something about. Of course in that/this afternoon

more than a tiny fraction of what there is in it, ... and then go as far as time

will permit. .. How. much scientific evidence is there for the evolutionary

theory, and in connection with that, there are a few matters I e&&-t- think are

tremenduously interesting that I would like to mention, but beyond them I would

not feel qualified. So those are t1 three aspects , and I mention that so you

will have an idea of just how much time we out- ought to give to the three, but

I feel that the second is the one most vital to us, the matter of the scripture.

Mayb I'll take a couple of minutes in introducing that though to give you some

thing that I sc came across that I thought was very interesting. This little book,

U-oy-fl (ll-lo)/Th4 A' '
The Nature of the Universe," by Fred Hr .+M believes that the universe

A.
came into existance about 4, 000, 000, 000,years ago and that at that time there

r-. 97 r 71-7
was suddenly. what call
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